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ABSTRACT
Georgian composer, teacher, conductor, and musicologist Otar Taktakishvili
(1924–1989) played a leading role in the revival of Georgian art music in the second half
of the 20th century. Despite his multiple duties and close relationship with the USSR
regime, Taktakishvili consistently wrote music based on Georgian traditional folk music,
hence imprinting and preserving the national Georgian identity through his compositions.
These nationalistic influences appear prominently in several of his piano suites and are
ubiquitous in the Piano Suite written in 1973.
In the Piano Suite (1973), Taktakishvili adapts and recreates the sonorities,
registers, coloristic effects through textural layering and articulations, rhythmic patterns
and performance practices of selected Georgian folk instruments at the piano. He creates
a unified suite by evoking the sound characteristics of his national instruments. The
Piano Suite is unique and likely the only suite in the piano literature based on the
imitation of a group of folk instruments, and as such deserves a place in the scholarly
literature on world piano music.
An analysis of the pianistic resources used by Taktakishvili to imitate the unique
musical qualities and performance practices of five popular Georgian folk instruments
reveals a reliance on repetitive rhythmic figures, textural layering, imaginative
articulation, and deft use of the registers of the piano. The composer also distinctively
implements characteristic modes and harmonic language to evoke the flavor of Georgian
folk music.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Prominent Georgian composer, teacher, conductor, and musicologist, Otar
Taktakishvili (1924-1989), played a leading role in the revival of Georgian art music in
the second half of the 20th century. Despite his multiple duties and close relationship with
the USSR regime, Taktakishvili consistently wrote music based on Georgian traditional
folk music, hence imprinting and preserving the national Georgian identity through his
compositions. Celebrated Russian composer, George Sviridov, declared:
The music of Otar Taktakishvili is filled with patriotism and a deep respect of his
ancestors. While listening to his works, we feel that Taktakishvili is a part of the
spiritual life of his people/nation. To our understanding, Georgia cannot exist
without the Nationalist music of Taktakishvili, alongside its monuments,
Georgian engraved art, paintings, and poetry.1

Taktakishvili composed for the piano throughout his life. He was a skillful pianist,
improviser, and interpreter of his own works and gained outstanding recognition as a
performer, specifically for his improvisations based on Georgian folk tunes. His piano
music is infused with influences drawn from Georgian traditional song, dance,
instrumental music, and poetry. These nationalistic influences appear prominently in
several of his piano suites. The most notable examples are Five Pieces for piano (1949),
Three Pieces for piano (1951), Six Children's Pieces for piano (1969), Native Tunes, Five
Pieces for piano (1970), Six Children’s Pieces for piano (1980), and the Piano Suite
(1973), the subject of this document.

1

Liudmila Polyakova, Otar Taktakisvhili (Moscow: Soviet Composer, 1979), 207. All translations
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Piano Suite by Otar Taktakishvili was written and premiered, presumably by the
composer, in 1973 in Soviet Tbilisi, Georgia.2 This piece became popular among
Georgian musicians who added a secondary title by which the work became commonly
known: Piano Suite in Imitation of Georgian Folk Instruments.3 In this work,
Taktakishvili’s approach was to explore and recreate the sonorities, registers, coloristic
effects, rhythmic patterns and performance practices of selected Georgian folk
instruments at the piano. The Piano Suite contains four movements each named for a
Georgian folk instrument: “Salamuri and Chonguri,” “Panduri,” “Duduki,” and “Doli.”
Traditional Georgian instruments are categorized into four different groups:
string, wind, keyboard, and percussion, and enjoy a history that archaeologists date back
to the 15th century B.C.4 The movements in Taktakishvili’s Piano Suite are named for the
five most popular instruments used in today’s Georgian folk music. Descriptions of each
instrument are included in chapter 3 of this document.
There are many single-movement works and movements of suites that contain
imitation of other instruments in the solo piano literature such as Visions de l'Amen for
Two Pianos by Olivier Messiaen, Estampes by Claude Debussy, both of which
incorporate imitation of gamelan, or the keyboard sonatas of Domenico Scarlatti, which
draw upon the imitation of guitar and mandolin-like sonorities and patterns. However,

2

Ibid., 207.

3

Gulbat Toradze, Otar Taktakishvili (Tbilisi: Musical Funding’s Printing House of Georgia,
2006), 241.
4

David Alavidze, Kartuli da saqartveloshi gavrcelebuli xalxuri musikaluri sakravebi [The Most
Common Georgian Folk Instruments] (Tbilisi: Khelovneba, 1978), 7.
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there are no known examples of a multi-movement work such as the Piano Suite, which
takes its name and stylistic qualities for each of its movements from a group of national
instruments. The Piano Suite is unique and likely the only suite in the piano literature that
is based on the imitation of a group of folk instruments, and as such deserves a place in
the scholarly literature on world piano music. The composer has created a unified suite
through emulating and evoking the sound characteristics of his national instruments.
Taktakishvili noted in an interview:
Our musical (folk) heritage is unique, prominent, and complex… especially for
other nations. It is not only its technical difficulty that makes it complicated to
perform for others, but its wild beauty, emotions, complexity, and elevated
thoughts bring it to a different level of spiritual dimension.5

Despite the fact that Taktakishvili’s music has been acclaimed in his home
country of Georgia, former USSR countries, and overseas, the most scholarly articles
regarding the composer were published before the break of the Iron Curtain in Georgian
or Russian and only a few of them have been written and translated into English.
One of the main sources for information on Taktakishvili’s life and compositional
style is the book, Otar Taktakisvhili, written by Russian scholar and friend of composer,
Lyudmila Polyakova. Eight of nine chapters offer an overview of the main works of
Taktakishvili and the influence of Georgian poetry, literature and folk music in his works.
The book is written in Russian and includes scores and theoretical analyses of
Taktakishvili’s works. This is the most complete and satisfactory resource for important
information regarding Otar Taktakishvili.
5

Mikheil Taktakishvili, interviewed by Mariam Bagrationi, Ertsulovneba Portretebi, April, 3,
2015, accessed July3, 2017, https://youtu.be/E4dPjO1ienE.
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Another useful resource is the book, Essays and Articles. Published in 2006
through the V. Saradjishvili Tbilisi State Conservatory, it is entirely devoted to essays
and articles written about Taktakishvili by many Georgian musicologists and faculty
members of Tbilisi State Conservatory, some of whom personally knew Taktakishvili and
were friends of the composer. The articles contain interesting biographical facts and
memories that open Taktakisvili’s personality to a general audience in a specific and
unique way. Several articles reveal the composer’s interest in Georgian modes and his
favorite music genres.
One of the main references written in the modern Georgian language is the
volume, Georgian Folk Instruments and Instrumental Music, by Manana Shilakadze.
Published in 1970, her book focuses on features and types of string, woodwind, and
percussion Georgian instruments. She describes Georgian instrumental music,
characteristics of instrumental accompaniment patterns, and specifics of harmonic
language. English, Russian, and German versions are also available.
This study will focus on an analysis of the pianistic resources used by
Taktakishvili to imitate the unique musical qualities and performance practices of
different Georgian folk instruments. Beyond a brief history and description for each of
the instruments, I will explore the composer’s use of repetitive rhythmic figures, textural
layering, articulation, and registers. The study will also investigate the modes and
harmonic language used by the composer and how it relates to Georgian folk music.
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CHAPTER 2
Otar Taktakishvili – Biography
Born in Tbilisi on July 27, 1924 into a family of musicians, Otar Taktakishvili
began music studies at a young age with his uncles and composers, Shalva and Giorgi
Taktakishvili. In addition to early piano and composition studies, he began an
exploration of the Georgian folk repertory. In 1942, he entered Tbilisi Vano Sarajishvili
State Conservatory where he majored in composition under Sergo Barkhudarian and
Andria Balanchivadze (the father of George Balanchivadze, more commonly known as
George Balanchine), and studied conducting with Alexander Gauk who was a teacher of
many famous conductors, including Yevgeny Mravinsky. While still a student,
Taktakishvili was recognized for his achievements and received a personal stipend
granted by the Tbilisi Vano Sarajishvili State Conservatory. In 1946, 22-year old
Taktakishvili won a prestigious composition competition and was selected to compose
the national anthem for the Soviet Socialist Republic of Georgia.
In 1950, after completing his doctoral degree at the Conservatory, Taktakishivili
began teaching choral literature, counterpoint, orchestration, and composition at his alma
mater. He was also appointed as Artistic Director of the country’s top chorus, State
Capella. Years later, he was elected as the Rector of the Tbilisi Vano Sarajishvili State
Conservatory.
Though the Soviet government seldom recognized achievements of the individual,
Taktakishvili was a major exception and gained political and artistic recognition during
his lifetime. His major political appointments included assuming the duties of Deputy to
the Supreme Soviet of the Georgian SSR and Deputy to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR.
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His other notable positions included Chairman of the Soviet Georgian Composers’
Union, Soviet Georgian Minister of Culture, Chair of the International Tchaikovsky
Piano Competition, and member of the International Musical Committee of UNESCO.
He was awarded the Lenin Prize, the Stalin Prize, and the title of USSR People’s Artist,
among others.6
His music legacy is as extensive as it is diverse. It includes two symphonies, two
violin and two cello concertos, six operas, four piano concertos, oratorios, symphonic
poems, ballet, and cinema music, as well as adaptations of Georgian folk songs for voice
and piano, and multiple instrumental and choral works. His Sonata for Flute and Piano in
C major has found a prominent place in the Western canon, and is performed worldwide.7
Many of Taktakishvili’s works, regardless of the genre, show a clear influence of
his country’s folk music and culture. The titles of his symphonic miniatures Sachidao
(1954) and Shairi (1954) make reference to Georgian traditions. Influenced by Georgian
poets, he set music to a number of texts, such as Seven Romances after Georgian Poets
for singer and piano (1956), and Five Vocal Poems after G. Tabidze for mezzo-soprano,
soprano and orchestra (1956). Many of his choral and vocal-symphonic works are either
adaptations of folk music, or original melodies in the style of folk music, such as the
Gurian Songs, a cantata after Georgian folk texts for men’s vocal octet, mixed chorus and
symphony orchestra (1971) and the Mengrelian Songs, a suite for tenor, men’s vocal
octet and chamber orchestra (1972. The Piano Suite (1973), which is the focus of this
6

Wikipedia contributors, "Otar Taktakishvili," Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, accessed
March 14, 2017, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Otar_Taktakishvili&oldid=761289846.
7

Music Room, accessed March 17, 2017,
http://www.musicroom.com/se/id_no/022253/details.html.
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document, is a clear example of how Taktakishvili drew on influences of Georgian
traditional instrumental music.
Otar Taktakishvili died in 1989 and was buried with national honors. After his
death, the street where he spent most of his life was named after him and his house
became the Taktakishvili Museum.
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CHAPTER 3
Piano Suite (1973)
As mentioned in chapter 1, Piano Suite has become better known by its secondary
title “Piano Suite in Imitation of Georgian Folk Instruments.” In this piece, Taktakishvili
recreates the sonorities, registers, coloristic effects, rhythmic patterns and performance
practices of these selected instruments at the piano. Piano Suite contains four movements,
each named after a Georgian folk instrument:
I. “Salamuri and Chonguri”
II. “Panduri
III. “Duduki”
IV. “Doli”
This chapter will provide a brief description of each instrument alongside an
analysis of the musical and pianistic resources that the composer uses to replicate the
characteristics of each instrument.

Movement I: “Salamuri and Chonguri”
Salamuri
While Taktakishvili chose to feature a single instrument for most movements of
the Piano Suite, movement I features a combination of salamuri and chonguri.
Historically, both instruments have contrasting functions in performance practice: the
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salamuri always carries the melody while the chonguri usually takes on an accompanying
role.
The salamuri, one of the oldest instruments from the flute family, is found today
throughout all regions of Georgia. A prominent Georgian musicologist, Manana
Shilakadze, writes of the early origins of the salamuri, “This instrument has an absolutely
perfected and correct tetra chord that outstrips by thousands of years Greek tetra chord
formation.”8 There are two kinds of salamuri in Georgia: unreeded and reeded and each
varies in shape, timber, range and resonance. The unreeded salamuri is older than the
reeded salamuri, but less common in performance practice because of its limited range.
The reeded salamuri is a wooden pipe often made of walnut and apricot trees, and it is
between 23-36 centimeters (9-14 inches) long. It has a diatonic scale of one octave, but
its range increases by overblowing it.9 The salamuri has three parts: head or neck, body,
and ending. The sound of the instrument is associated with shepherd melodies and often
ascribed a quality of pastoral lyricism. It is mainly used in instrumental trios or quartets,
as well as in Georgian folk ensembles.
The salamuri most often assumes the role of soloist when compared to other
instruments within traditional Georgian music. Richly ornamentated melodies are a
prominent feature of salamuri style and performance practice. Manana Shilakadze
provides a transcription of a Georgian traditional salamuri song in her book, Georgian
Folk Instruments and Music.10 It is typical for salamuri performers to adopt an

8

Manana Shilakadze, Kartuli Khalkhuri Sakravebi da Sakaravieri Musika [Georgian Folk
Instruments and Instrumental Music] (Tbilisi: Metsniereba, 1970), 70.
9

Ibid., 70-71.

10

Ibid., 125.
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improvisatory approach to the length of melismas and trills as they perform highlyornamented folk melodies. In displays of virtuosity, a traditional salamuri performance is
also likely to contain difficult and fast ascending and descending passages, requiring
special techniques and virtuosity from the instrumentalist (Musical Example 1).

Musical Example 1. Georgian Folk Tune “Mtskemsuri” for solo salamuri.

The improvisatory nature and virtuoso ascending and descending passages on the
salamuri may relate directly to the origins of salamuri and its place within Georgian
culture. According to Davit Alavidze:
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The richness and beauty of nature holds a very special place for Georgian people.
Thus, in the process of making musical instruments, people typically searched for
a sound that resembled the elements of nature. One such example is “salamuri,” a
recorder-type instrument which according to Georgian legends cheered people up,
calmed wild animals and made birds sing. Some legends also claimed that
“salamuri’s” powers could ease human sorrows and hardships and its sad tunes
could make the grass cry.11
The first theme in the first movement of Piano Suite features many characteristics
of a traditional salamuri performance. Musical Examples 2, 3, and 4 demonstrate the
extensive use and improvisatory nature of melisma, through short rhythmic figures made
up of 64th notes and grace notes, and 128th rhythmic figures for ascending passages.
Musical Example 5 replicates another feature of salamuri performance practice: the
echoing and embellishment of melodic figures one octave apart (Musical Example 5).
This last practice may possibly have emerged from the shepherd’s lifestyle and their
close relationship with nature: specifically, the imitation of bird song as heard from the
forest, and the following echo created within the mountains.

Musical Example 2. Melismas in “Salamuri and Chonguri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 5-6.

11

Alavidze, Kartuli da Saqartveloshi Gavrcelebuli Xalxuri Musikaluri Sakravebi, 49-50.
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Musical Example 3. Grace notes in “Salamuri and Chonguri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 5-8.

Musical Example 4. Ascending runs in “Salamuri and Chonguri.” Piano Suite. M. 7.
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Musical Example 5. Melody echoed and embellished an octave apart. “Salamuri and
Chonguri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 38-41.
Salamuri main melody

Melody echoed octave higher

Chonguri
The instrument paired with the salamuri for this movement is the chonguri, a
plucked instrument with four strings. This accompanying instrument is found in the
Western regions of Georgia. It is used primarily in instrumental trios, quartets, or
ensembles, with solo singers and choirs, and in folk dance. The length of the instrument
ranges between 98-115 cm (38- 45 inches). The main parts of the chonguri are the body,
which is made up of the abdomen and an upper board with small sound holes, and the
neck, which contains the head and fingerboard. The chonguri neck is made of walnut,
and its head has three holes. The fingerboard is rounded on one side and flat on the
opposite side. The body and neck are united with seven small slabs and the instrument
has three equal-length strings and a shorter fourth string called zili. Nowadays, most
chonguri use nylon strings.
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The chonguri can be tempered or non-tempered. As an accompanying instrument,
typical performing techniques include plucking and strumming accompaniment patterns
with fingers moving from the lower to the upper strings. Plucking and strumming are
done only with the fingers. Neither a pick or plectrum is used.12
It is common to pair salamuri and chonguri in a traditional performance of
Georgian folk music. Taktakishvili follows this tradition and presents the main theme in
the first movement of the Piano Suite imitating the salamuri with the right hand, while
replicating the sounds of the chonguri accompaniment in the left hand.
The chonguri usually takes an accompanimental role in Georgian traditional
music. The Georgian folk song Satrpialo taken from Manana Shilakadze’s book,
Georgian Folk Instruments and Music,13 provides an example of a typical pattern
assigned to the chonguri.

Musical Example 6. Georgian Folk Song Satrpialo.

As notated in the music, the predominant harmonic intervals in the Musical
12

Shilakadze, Kartuli Khalkhuri Sakravebi da Sakaravieri Musika, 36-37.

13

Ibid., 142.
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Example 6 are intervals of a perfect 4th and 5th. These intervals are commonly used for
beginning and ending phrases in Georgian folk music and the perfect fifth is especially
common. Musical Example 7 features an excerpt of the accompaniment for the Georgian
folk song Lyrical Song. The chonguri player begins and ends the song with a perfect
fifth.14

Musical Example 7. Georgian Folk Song Lyrical Song.

According to I. Jgenti, Taktakishvili employed the Georgian Pshauri mode in the
first movement of the Piano Suite. As the author states, this mode belongs to the Minor
classification of modes that contain the minor 2nd and major 6th (Figure 1).15 As Jgenti
points out, measures three and four of “Salamuri and Chonguri” are in Pshauri mode
(Musical Example 8). Pshauri mode also appears in later segments of the movement,
including measures 42-43 (Musical Example 9). Taktakishvili was fond of the Pshauri

14

Ibid., 148.

15

Ivane Jgenti, Chrestomathy of Georgian Harmony (Tbilisi: Ganatleba, 1979), 42.
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mode and used it throughout his compositions, notably his piano suites, piano concerti,
and the opera Mindia.

Figure 1. Pshauri mode.

Musical Example 8. “Salamuri and Chonguri.” Piano Suite. Mm.3-4.

Musical Example 9. “Salamuri and Chonguri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 42-43.
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In accordance with traditional performance practice, Taktakishvili opens the first
movement of Piano Suite with two measures of introduction imitating chonguri. In
Musical Example 10, the phrase begins with plucked intervals of doubled perfect fourths
and fifths preceded by grace notes that fill in the intervals in ways that are similar to the
accompanimental writing found in Satrpialo in Musical Example 6.

Musical Example 10. “Salamuri and Chonguri.” Piano Suite. Mm.1-2.

The chordal gestures in the introductory measures replicate the performance
practice and sonority of the chonguri. As a plucked string instrument, it is easy to
imagine how the chords of the introductory measures would freely resonate on the piano
with a portato, bouncing-like articulation, and with use of the damper pedal.
The introduction section ends at measure 4 with an open perfect fifth and rolled
strumming chords, another common performance practice of the chonguri. Taktakishvili
replicates the finger strumming through use of arpeggiation symbols (Musical Example
11).
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Musical Example 11. “Salamuri and Chonguri.” Piano Suite. M. 4.

In the Piano Suite, the chonguri retains the accompaniment function at the
entrance of the salamuri melody at measure 5 (Musical Example 12). The
accompaniment pattern, taken by the left hand, imitates a drone bass, again another
chonguri performance practice. A G3 is held in the left hand and tied for two measures.
The chonguri player will use the thumb in order to bring out the bass note of the rolled
chord. The use of the bass string, the thickest of the chonguri strings, enables a longer
vibration and thus emphasizes the drone quality of the accompaniment.
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Musical Example 12. “Salamuri and Chonguri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 5-7.

As demonstrated in the analysis, the first movement of the Piano Suite displays
elements derived from the performance practices of both salamuri and chonguri.
Although the original main theme is attributable to Taktakishvili, and not directly quoted
from a folk tune, it is written in the appropriate salamuri register and presents many
characteristics that one would hear in a traditional salamuri performance. The addition of
a chonguri-like accompaniment replicated by the left hand further enhances the folk
qualities of the first movement of Piano Suite, in which Taktakishvili successfully evokes
the sounds of Georgian instruments and folk music performance practices.
Modes feature prominently in Georgian music. In his book Chrestomathy of
Georgian Harmony, Ivane Jgenti describes the use of Phrygian mode in Georgian music,
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including an excerpt from Taktakishvili’s “Salamuri and Chonguri” alongside other
Georgian folk melodies.16 (Musical Example 13).

Musical Example 13. “Salamuri and Chonguri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 5-7.

Taktakishvili introduces the main motive in measure 17 to serve as a bridge
between the major musical sections (Musical Example 14).

Musical Example 14. “Salamuri and Chonguri.” Piano Suite. M. 17.

16

Ibid., 31, 40.
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The middle section of the movement (mm. 18-35) provides an interesting contrast
to the outer sections, as the character and the texture of the piece changes significantly
starting at measure 18. The primary distinguishing elements include a time signature
change to 4/4 and a switch from a strong modal minor character (G Phrygian) into a
major tonality (E Flat Major) (Musical Example 15).

Musical Example 15. “Salamuri and Chonguri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 18-23.

Another distinctive contrasting feature of this section is the use of contours and
direct quotations. Taktakishvili includes melodic material from Georgian national song
Tesh Igbali (My Feat), which comes from the Megrelia, a Western part of Georgia where
the Megrelian dialect is spoken. In his first volume of Fifty Georgian Folk Songs,
ethnomusicologist Grygol Kokaladze transcribes Tesh Igbali, a lyrical love song with
comic elements performed by female and male singers a pair of lovers who present the
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main melody while accompanied by chonguri and a vocal ensemble (usually male, or
mixed male and female, less commonly female) 17 (Musical Example 16).

Musical Example 16. Georgian Folk Song Tesh Igbali. Mm. 17-19.

The excerpt from Tesh Igbali as seen above is quoted in measures 34 and 35 of “Salamuri
and Chonguri” (Musical Example 17).

17

Grigol Kokeladze, Fifty Georgian Folk Songs (Tbilisi: Georgian SSR Musical Foundation,
1979), 120-124.
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Musical Example 17. “Salamuri and Chonguri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 34-35.

The original song Tesh Igbali has an introductory section and accompaniment
pattern assigned to the chonguri (Musical Example 18). In “Salamuri and Chonguri,” the
right hand of the middle section begins with a rhythmic pattern similar to the chonguri
accompaniment of the song Tesh Igbali (Musical Example 19).

Musical Example 18. Georgian Folk Song Tesh Igbali. Chonguri accompaniment. Mm.
1-6.
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Musical Example 19. “Salamuri and Chonguri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 18-19.

Poem
Written twenty-two years before his Piano Suite, Poem (1950) was possibly
Taktakishvili’s first attempt at imitation of Georgian folk instruments at the piano. The
central melody of Poem was first included in Taktakishvili’s Vocal Suite and
subsequently appeared in the choral ballade, I Saw a Wounded Eagle. In this choral work,
Taktakishvili included the actual Georgian folk instruments salamuri and chonguri, and
provided notated parts for them. In Poem, the composer evokes the vocal line of the
choral ballade in the piano, while the accompaniment pattern is an imitation of the
chonguri. Musical Example 20 displays the chonguri accompaniment from I Saw a
Wounded Eagle (Musical Example 20).
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Musical Example 20. Taktakishvili. Choral Ballade I Saw a Wounded Eagle. Mm. 6-11.

Slowly
Choir

5

Salamuri

Chonguri

ten.

Chonguri

Chonguri

Chonguri
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Years after completing I Saw a Wounded Eagle, Taktakishvili incorporated the
same accompanimental pattern into his Poem with only minor changes. He kept the 4/4
meter, the same rhythmic pattern and a similar intervallic/chordal texture in the
accompanimental part. Though the composer makes no mention of the chonguri
influence here, the introductory accompanimental pattern of Poem clearly resembles a
typical chonguri accompaniment in Georgian music practice (Musical Example 21).

Musical Example 21. Poem. Mm. 5-8.

Taktakishvili’s articulation marking for the right hand at the beginning of Poem
also indicates chonguri performance practice. He inserts dots above each quarter-note
while tying them together under a measure-long slur and adds sempre portamento,
hinting to the musicians that the harmonic intervals and chords should be separated yet
maintain a sense of ongoing line (Musical Example 22).
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Musical Example 22. Poem. Mm. 1-8.

Movement II: “Panduri”
Returning to the Piano Suite, Taktakishvili continues his exploration of
Georgian instruments at the piano. Panduri is a pear-shaped bowl lute with two or three
strings, depending on the region, and is mentioned in literary sources as early as the 10th
century. The two-string panduri is less common and belongs mainly to Western Georgia,
whereas the “chromatic” three-string panduri is common among the high and low regions
of the Eastern part of the country such as Pshav-Khevsureti, Tusheti, Kakheti and
Kartli.18 Panduri consists of three main parts: body, neck, and subsidiaries. The body
consists of an upper board and abdomen, the neck includes the head and a fingerboard;
tuners, frets, nut, bridge and button are part of the subsidiaries. Panduri has three nylon
strings, which have an equal length and thickness. Early types of panduri had three of
seven frets, but in 1934, after long and scrupulous work, Kiril Vashakidze, a famous art
18

“Musical Instruments,” International Research Center of Traditional Polyphony, accessed
March 18 2017 http://polyphony.ge/en/georgia/georgian-traditional-music/musical-instruments/.
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director in Georgia, developed the instruments panduri prima and panduri tenor. Both
instruments have twelve frets and the ability to play flat and sharp halftones. They soon
became the most commonly-played and popular types of panduri in Georgia. After these
changes had come about, panduri was used not only as a traditional accompanimental
instrument, but also appeared in Georgian classical music and sometimes was featured as
a solo instrument. In general, the tuning of a three-stringed “classical” panduri is E4C#4-A3, and three-stringed “folk” panduri tunes C4-A3-G3 (both from bottom to top
strings). The two-stringed panduri tunes G3-C4 (from top string to bottom).
The body of the panduri may be carved from a larger piece of wood or glued
together with smaller parts. They are typically made from locally-grown trees. Panduri
from the different regions of Georgia feature various shapes such as boats, oars, ovals,
pears, and sea-shells.19 Primarily, the panduri is played by men either seated or standing
to accompany a variety of traditional genres that range from solo heroic, love and comic
songs, to polyphonic choral singing, to dance, or within an instrumental trio or quartet.20
Similar to other lute-like instruments, the panduri is played by strumming the strings in
both directions with the right hand, while the left hand presses the strings against the
fretted fingerboard to produce the desired pitch. 21 Since the panduri takes mostly an
accompanimental role within Georgian music, there are standard rhythmic figurations
and characteristics that are typical for the instrument. A musical sample taken from

19

“Georgian Folk Music Instruments.” Hangebi. Accessed August 18, 2017.
http://www.hangebi.ge/eng/instruments.html
20
21

Shilakadze, Kartuli Khalkhuri Sakravebi da Sakaravieri Musika, 80.

“Panduri,” Grinnell College Musical Instrument Collection, accessed August 23,
2017, https://omeka1.grinnell.edu/MusicalInstruments/items/show/253.
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Manana Shilakadze’s book Gandagana 22 illustrates a commonly-found panduri
figuration in Georgian folk music (Musical Example 23).

Musical Example 23. Georgian Folk Tune Gandagana for solo panduri.

Like the previous example, the second movement of Taktakishvili’s Piano Suite
that imitates the instrument of the same name, features similar rhythmic figures
throughout (Musical Example 24).

22

Shilakadze, Kartuli Khalkhuri Sakravebi da Sakaravieri Musika, 114.
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Musical Example 24. “Panduri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 1-6.

A common characteristic of panduri repertoire related to the musical example
above is connected to the strumming patterns used by the panduri player. In a three-note
combination of down-down-up (Figure 2), the second note of the figure rises almost to
the same level of importance as the first.

Figure 2: Strumming pattern of panduri.
and
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Figure 3: Strumming pattern of panduri.

In a similar gesture, Taktakishvili divides the triplets between the hands to
naturally underline the importance of the second note inside the triplet figure (Musical
Example 25).

Musical Example 25. “Panduri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 10-15.

The typical texture of panduri music contains intervals and chords in the
accompaniment pattern. Due to the anatomy of the instrument, its three strings can either
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be played in combinations of rolled and arpeggiated chords, harmonic intervals, or
melodic lines plucked on single strings. Perhaps the most challenging technique in
panduri playing occurs when the performer both leads with the melody line and
accompanies simultaneously. To navigate both chords and melody, a panduri player
needs to first strum the chord, and then pluck each string of the melody separately.
Taktakishvili replicates this technique in the “Panduri” movement by placing the
main melody in the left hand, starting with a rolled chord and melody on the top,
followed by “plucked” separated pitches that continue the main melody (Musical
Example 26). The panduri does not have a very strong sound, especially if the performer
plays the melody and plucks each string separately, so melodic lines are mostly played
with a portato-like practice. To replicate this effect, Taktakishvili indicates accents on
each note, leading the performer to create a closer aural representation of the panduri
(Musical Example 27).

Musical Examples 26-27. “Panduri.” Piano Suite. M. 8.
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Another common characteristic found in the panduri repertoire is the use of slurs,
as observed in the following musical sample taken from Manana Shilakadze’s book,
Megrelian Dance 23 (Musical Example 28).

Musical Example 28. Georgian Folk Tune Megrelian Dance.

Taktakishvili employs this technique in his “Panduri” movement by indicating
slurs in the melody played by the left hand (Musical Example 29).

Musical Example 29. “Panduri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 11-12.

23

Shilakadze, Kartuli Khalkhuri Sakravebi da Sakaravieri Musika, 110.
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According to Georgian music theorist Ivane Jgenti, the most popular mode found
in Georgian traditional songs is the Mixolydian mode, which includes the minor 7th
within the natural diatonic scale from G to G 24 (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Mixolydian mode.

In “Panduri,” the second movement of Piano Suite, Taktakishvili features this
Mixolydian mode (Musical Example 30).

Musical Example 30. “Panduri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 88-89.

24

Jgenti, Chrestomathy of Georgian Harmony, 5.
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The main theme of Taktakishvili’s “Panduri” movement is based on the Georgian
folk song Mestviruli. Mestviruli, which belongs to the Western mountain region of the
country called Racha. Usually, this song is performed by a man who accompanies
himself, playing on the Georgian folk instrument gudastviri (Georgian bagpipe). The
lyrics of the song express warm wishes and blessings to the listener, along with a few
comic elements (Musical Example 31).
Although the excerpt is incomplete, Taktakishvili uses an almost direct quotation
of this song in the main melody of the “Panduri” movement, which is carried by the left
hand throughout the entirety of the song (Musical Example 32).

Musical Example 31. Georgian Folk Song Mestviruli.

Musical Example 32. “Panduri.” Piano Suite. Mm. 3-6.
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Movement III: “Duduki”
In contrast to the previous movement, which is inherently Georgian, the following
third movement of Piano Suite shows a more extended regional influence due to its
multicultural background. As a result, the third movement “Duduki” presents an oriental
palette and exotic harmonic language.
Duduki is an instrument primarily made from apricot, mulberry, or box trees and
features a pipe and a double-reed mouthpiece. Its front side has eight to ten holes, while
its back side has only one. The length of the pipe is 36 cm (14 inches), whereas the
internal diameter is 10 mm (0.39 inches). The reed of the duduki is also designed
separately and inserted into the pipe. Even though duduki has a diatonic scale, it can
produce chromatic pitches when the fingers partially cover the holes.25 Duduki music has
been strongly influenced by the music of the Middle East, and it is known by a variety of
names in countries that include Armenia, Azerbaijan, Iran, and Turkey. A traditional
performance of duduki music can involve a drone player and a doli drummer, who is also
a singer. During the 20th century, Georgian performers incorporated local polyphonic
styles derived from three-voice traditional Georgian singing into duduki music.26 Duduki
has a soft and sweet sound, and duduki repertoire encompasses a variety of topics,
including songs about love, comic misadventures, and everyday activities, as well as
material derived from dance melodies.

25

Alavidze, Kartuli da saqartveloshi gavrcelebuli xalxuri musikaluri sakravebi, 54-61.

26

Hugo Zemp and Nino Tsitsishvili, Duduki of Tbilisi: Eldar Shoshitashvili and his students,
Documentary Educational Resources, accessed March 16, 2017, http://www.der.org/films/duduki.html
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Duduki is featured in traditional dances such as the widespread Georgian dance,
Kartuli.27 Kartuli is a special wedding dance typically performed by the bride and groom
as their first dance—a tradition that remains prevalent today. Duduki also commonly
accompanies open-air wrestling tournaments and games in Georgia. The Georgian
classical composer, Sulkhan Tsintsadze, composed “Sachidao” –a wrestling song– as one
of the movements in his famous suite for cello and piano, using the cello to imitate the
duduki (Musical Example 33).

27

Kartuli means “Georgian” in Georgian language.
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Musical Example 33. Tsintsadze. “Sachidao.” Five Pieces for Cello and Piano. Mm. 114.

Allegro

4

7

11

Typically, duduki music opens with a few introductory measures where musicians
play unisons at the same time with a variety of slides and improvisational ascending and
descending half tones and figurations. The practice of the frequent use of slides may
relate to the varied level of performers, or to the diversity amongst the quality of the
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instruments, a common occurrence in traditional Georgian music. For the less
experienced performers or for the lower quality instruments, this practice serves as a
warm-up to finding and securing the pitch.
Both Taktakishvili and Tsintsadze replicate this characteristic by opening their
movements and pieces with repeated half-tones (Musical Example 34).

Musical Example 34. “Duduki.” Piano Suite. Mm. 1- 2.

The movement is written in E-flat harmonic minor, which introduces a D-natural
and plenty of augmented seconds into the harmonic landscape of the movement. The
augmented-second interval is a strong feature of the harmonic language of this piece, and
it suggests an oriental flavor, very true to the nature of Eastern European music (Musical
Example 35).
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Musical Example 35. “Duduki.” Piano Suite. Mm 5-6.

Historically, a traditional duduki performance involves a soloist accompanied by
other duduki players whose role is to hold a drone bass accompaniment in unison or an
octave apart. Taktakishvili imitates this technique by placing a trill drone tone in the left
hand. As previously mentioned, duduki players are accustomed to incorporating slight
variations in pitch into their performances The trill is the closest way to imitate variability
within and between pitches on the piano (Musical Example 36).

Musical Example 36.“Duduki.” Piano Suite. Mm. 5-6.

Melodies in duduki music are mostly improvised by soloists. They contain an
abundance of grupetti and sliding ascending and descending figures. The performance is
flexible in tempo, depending on the performer’s taste and ability for improvisation. Each
slide figuration ends with a long note, the length of which is also stretched in tempo
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according to the taste and breath of the performer. The musicians accompanying the
soloist and the ostinato bass line follow intuitively.
Taktakishvili’s “Duduki” features all the characteristics mentioned above. The
solo melody is replicated by the right hand, with beautiful and exotic appoggiaturas
followed by long notes (Musical Example 37). To indicate the free, improvisatory
character of the main melody, Taktakishvili marks ad libitum next to the tempo marking
on the top of the first page.

Musical Example 37. “Duduki.” Piano Suite. Mm 9-12.

Though the movement has bar lines, the entire selection resembles a free
improvisation that is typical of music performed on duduki. To maintain this sense,
Taktakishvili changes meters often (Musical Example 38).
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Musical Example 38. “Duduki.” Piano Suite. Mm 1-4.

As mentioned above, Georgians incorporated a new style in duduki performance
related to Georgian polyphonic singing.28 One of the best examples is the traditional
Georgian song Kartlian29 Iavnana (Lullaby), performed by a duduki ensemble in the style
of Georgian vocal polyphony (Musical Example 39).30 In similar style, Taktakishvili
includes a polyphonic section in Piano Suite’s “Duduki” movement that imitates
Georgian traditional singing (Musical Example 40).

28

Musicologist Tamaz Gabisonia discusses the different connotations of the term “polyphony.” In
his article “The Notion of Polyphony on the Example of Georgian Folk Music,” Gabisonia argues than “in
regards to the oral tradition, ethnomusicologists should avoid identifying the term ‘polyphony’ in a narrow
sense of this term (implying only the music with fully independent parts, and as an antonym of the term
‘homophony’).” The Third International Symposium on Traditional Polyphony. (Tbilisi: International
Research Center for Traditional Polyphony, 2008), 76.
29

Kartuli is a historical region of Georgia located in central-to-eastern part of the country.

30

Transcribed by the author.
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Musical Example 39. Kartlian Lullaby.

Musical Example 40. “Duduki.” Piano Suite. Mm 40-44.

Movement IV: “Doli”
In contrast to the three previous movements where melodic instruments have been
featured, Taktakishvili closes his Piano Suite with the most popular percussive
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instrument existing in Georgian folk tradition, the doli. Doli is a double-headed
cylindrical drum found in almost all regions of Georgia. Both sides of the doli have
sheepskin or bladder drum heads. The diameter of the drum body ranges between 21 and
35 cm (8 and 14 inches), and the depth oscillates between 8.5 and 30 cm (3 and 12
inches). The larger of the two main sizes of doli is primarily found in Adjaria, the West
side of Georgia, and carries different names such as dumbo, bobganior, and spilendzchuri. Smaller doli, also known as dalabandi, dabdabi, or daphdaphi are found in Karthli
and Kakhetia, the East side of the country. The smaller-sized doli is held under the left
arm and rests on the knee when seated, while the large doli has straps that are suspended
from the shoulder. This doli is struck with two thick sticks, whereas the smaller type is
usually struck with the hands (fingers and palms), or with a pair of sticks (one thicker
than the other).31
The first and foremost function of the doli is to provide a rhythmic underpinning
for the music that accompanies dance. It is an instrument played primarily by men. To
reach a forte effect, players strike the instrument in the center; for a piano dynamic, they
play near the edges. Trills, grace notes, and tremolos are typical characteristics found in
doli performance practice. Doli is frequently paired with other Georgian instruments such
as chonguri, salamuri, duduki, chiboni, and buzika.32

31

Grigol Chkhikvadze, "Doli," The Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments 2nd ed. Oxford
University Press, 2014, accessed on March 19, 2007,
http://www.oxfordreference.com.ezproxy4.library.arizona.edu/view/10.1093/acref/9780199743391.001.00
01/acref-9780199743391-e-1917.
32

Shilakadze, Kartuli Khalkhuri Sakravebi da Sakaravieri Musika, 80.
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Doli is responsible for the rhythmic schema in Georgian folk pieces. Since it
cannot produce a specific pitch or carry harmonic or melodic lines, doli players, as most
percussionists, use silence and varied dynamics and articulations to express their ideas
more fully. Rests are used to create contrast as well as give the listener the ability to catch
the rhythmic figurations and help the dancers distinguish tempo, rhythm, character, and
identify the correct entrances.
Taktakishvili transplants these techniques and styles in the three introductory
measures of his “Doli” movement of the Piano Suite. A rhythmic pattern typical of doli
with rests on the last beat of each measure is clearly established (Musical Example 41).

Musical Example 41. “Doli.” Piano Suite. Mm.1-3.

A notable characteristic of doli music is the frequent use of accents through which
the performer can increase or decrease the intensity of the sound. The “Doli” movement
of Piano Suite is accordingly full of accents and dynamic markings (Musical Example
42).
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Musical Example 42. “Doli.” Piano Suite. Mm. 8-9.

Concert programs of Georgian national music often include up to four or five
young doli players, usually under the age of fifteen, performing together. These
showcases are used to demonstrate the technical abilities and virtuosity of the performers.
It is common practice for doli players to choose a slow tempo for the beginning, and
gradually accelerate to reach the fastest tempo possible. Taktakishvili imitates this
practice in the opening of the doli movement. He follows the three-measure introduction
with the addition of notes to enhance the sense of accumulating speed and ascending
passages to heighten the sense of excitement (Musical Example 43).
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Musical Example 43. “Doli.” Piano Suite. Mm. 1-7.

Occasionally, in some showcases doli players perform on two doli
simultaneously. A doli performer can hold his instrument between his knees while also
playing on another instrument held by another player who is standing or sitting next to
him. Not only it is quite an attractive and challenging process for the audience to observe,
it also brings a certain contrasting sound effect.
In his “Doli” movement, Taktakishvili replicates two doli, creating a playful
environment. Hidden polyphony can be heard within the melody that goes from G2 to Csharp2 and G1 pitches as would be performed on doli 1, while the accompanying
sixteenths would be taken by doli 2 by the same player (Musical Example 44).
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Musical Example 44. “Doli.” Piano Suite. Mm. 22-23.

In measures 26-27, Taktakishvili repeats the same melodic and rhythmic pattern,
adding a thick chordal texture to emulate the sound of multiple players (Musical Example
45). This structure is reminiscent of another performance practice that takes place when
the two soloists, following their solo parts, are joined by the remaining members of the
doli ensemble.

Musical Example No 45. “Doli.” Piano Suite. Mm. 26-27.

Another stylistic feature that underlines doli’s primary accompanimental function
in Georgian folk music is found in its rhythmic figurations that strengthen and serve the
dance components of the music. Among other characteristics, Taktakishvili successfully
uses one particular rhythmic pattern related directly to a Georgian folk dance called
Khorumi (Figure 5). The Khorumi is a popular Georgian war dance originated in the
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Southwestern region of Adjara.33 It features a very specific rhythmic figuration
performed by the Georgian folk instruments chiboni (Georgian bagpipe) and doli
(Musical Example 46). As seen in the example below, Taktakishvili replicates the same
rhythmic pattern in his Piano Suite (Musical Example 47).

Figure 5. Rhythmic pattern of Khorumi

Musical Example 46. Georgian National Dance Khorumi.

Musical Example 47. “Doli.” Piano Suite. Mm. 93.

33

Leah Dolidze, et al, "Georgia," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online. Oxford University
Press, accessed November 1,
2017, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/42156.
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CHAPTER 4
Conclusion
The Piano Suite (1973) by Otar Taktakishvili marks an unprecedented use of the
imitation of different timbres of national instruments as a unifying device within a multimovement piano work. Besides this singularly valuable contribution to the piano
literature, the originality of this concept immediately transports the listener into the
wildly beautiful world of Georgian national music. Through his successful recreation of
the sound of Georgian national instruments and the inclusion of other elements such as
Georgian folk songs, dances, and modes, Taktakishvili furnishes this unique suite with a
distinctly nationalist character. The particular harmonic and melodic language derived
from authentic Georgian folk music captures the listener’s ear and serves as a thorough
introduction to the Georgian national soundscape within a technically masterful form.
The Piano Suite is a work that illustrates an effective blend of the classical
Western-European tradition with Georgian national music. The examples provided in this
document highlight the myriad ways in which Taktakishvili features nationalist elements:
the exploration and recreation of the sonorities, registers, coloristic effects, modes, the
quotations of folk and folk-like melodic materials rhythmic patterns, and the performance
practices of selected Georgian folk instruments at the piano To replicate the sound of the
Georgian instruments, Taktakishvili employs the idiomatic resources of a Western
instrument and reinterprets them within the context of traditional Georgian music
elements. The overall effect is a successful portrait of the typical characteristics of five of
the most popular Georgian instruments.
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In “Salamuri and Chonguri,” the composer highlights the improvisatory nature of
the melodic language, filling it with an abundance of melismas and virtuosic passages
typical of salamuri music. Moreover, he enhances the folk quality through his use of the
colorful Pshauri mode. The second movement “Panduri” features a rhythmic focus
through repetitive figurations and ongoing triplet motives, both characteristics that are
foundational to traditional panduri music. Taktakishvili successfully imitates the sharply
plucked sounds of the string instrument, panduri, on the piano and achieves this effect by
employing a wide range of dynamics alongside a variety of articulations and changing
meters.
In his third movement “Duduki,” Taktakishvili bonds two different stylistic
features. The first is the recreation of an oriental atmosphere with passages containing
half tones, sliding augmented intervals, frequent use of trills and drone bass
accompaniments often found in duduki music. These features belong to the more
common and widespread duduki style. The second style employed by Taktakishvili
makes reference to a local style, and demonstrates the clear influence from Georgian
polyphonic singing performance practice.
In the last movement, Taktakishvili uses the percussive nature of the piano to
replicate the Georgian percussion instrument, doli. Like a skillful painter using light and
shadow to craft their vision, Taktakishvili plays with the strong and weak beats
throughout this movement. He stresses strong beats with accent, tenuto, forte, and
sforzando markings, and frames the movement with rests to create meaningful silences
and bring different colors and musical ideas into this portrait. In Piano Suite,
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Taktakishvili includes multiple sources of Georgian folk music throughout the
movements: traditional rhythmic patterns, folk melodies and Georgian modes.
Through the analysis of the Piano Suite, a detailed picture of Taktakishvili’s
approach to composing music infused with national influences emerges. A similar
discussion can be applied to analyses of a variety of other works by Taktakishvili, due to
their strong connections to Georgian national music. Throughout his life, Taktakishvili’s
commitment to the exploration and understanding of Georgian folk texts, classical poetry
and writers as well as folk song, dances and folk customs served to underline his deep
love of his culture.
A fine classical music training, combined with a deep understanding of music of
his heritage allowed Otar Taktakishvili to produce some of the most representative works
of Georgian music of the twentieth century. More specifically, his comprehensive piano
skills and knowledge of his culture inspired and helped him to reinterpret common
pianistic resources in a folk context. As Charles Rosen assertively pointed out, “one of
the great glories of the piano has been its ability to imitate other instruments.”34 In Piano
Suite Taktakishvili succeeds in creating an exquisite piano work filled with the voices
and sounds of the Georgian nation.

34

Charles Rosen, Piano Notes: The World of the Pianist, (New York: Free Press, 2002), 44.
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